### Burlington PD Media log

**Dispatch Log**
- From: 08/19/2014
- Thru: 08/25/2014
- 0000 - 2359
- Printed: 08/26/2014

**For Date: 08/19/2014 - Tuesday**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14-20090</td>
<td>0124</td>
<td>Initiated - MV STOP</td>
<td>Citation/Warning Issued</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Taker</td>
<td>LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id</td>
<td>LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address</td>
<td>150 BEDFORD ST @ 247 MIDDLESEX TPKE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
<td>46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle</td>
<td>WHI 2014 SUBA OUTBAC EDD04 Reg: PC MA 3745YC VIN: 4S4BRBDC0E3218472</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative</td>
<td>Citation was issued.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 14-20105    | 0531  | Phone - ALARM     | Building Checked/Secured      |
|             |       |                   |                               |
| Call Taker  | KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney |
| Primary Id  | LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| Location/Address | [BUR 1707] LEMAITRE VASCULAR - 63 SECOND AVE |
| Unit        | 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| Narrative   | Inner front door and motion alarms. No responder. |

| 14-20106    | 0636  | Phone - ALARM     | Logged                        |
|             |       |                   |                               |
| Call Taker  | KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney |
| Primary Id  | DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston |
| Location/Address | [BUR 390] ETHAN ALLEN - 6 WAYSIDE RD |
| Unit        | 49 Patrol Daniel K Houston |
| Narrative   | Perimeter motion and second floor back entry alarms. No responder. |

| 14-20107    | 0701  | 911 - Ambulance Request | Transported to Hospital       |
|             |       |                   |                               |
| Call Taker  | KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney |
| Primary Id  | LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| Location/Address | [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #324 |
| Unit        | 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds |
| Narrative   | Ambulance request. Fire notified. |

| 14-20109    | 0745  | 911 - Ambulance Request | Logged                        |
|             |       |                   |                               |
| Call Taker  | KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney |
| Location/Address | [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #201 |
| Narrative   | Ambulance request. Fire to handle. |

| 14-20110    | 0806  | Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up | Services Rendered            |
|             |       |                   |                               |
| Call Taker  | GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay |
| Location/Address | [BUR 1432] SCHEIDT & BACHMANN USA INC - 31 NORTH AVE |
| Unit        | 45 Patrol Stephen P Papago |
| Narrative   | 911 Hang up, no answer on call back. |

| 14-20111    | 0830  | Phone - ALARM     | Logged                        |
|             |       |                   |                               |
| Call Taker  | GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay |

---

**Narrative:**
- Employees are in the building.
- Checks OK.
- Ambulance request. Fire to handle.
Location/Address: [BUR 569] KAY JEWELERS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Alarm, Mall Security checked and reported checks ok.

14-20113 1026 Phone - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALI Logged
Call Taker: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: PARTRIDGE LN
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Water Dept, reports damage to a fiber optic line.
Narrative: R/P requested a log entry regarding a Com cast wire utilized by town sewer monitoring systems. Sometime in the recent past this wire was clipped and pulled from the pole. Com cast was contacted by DPW director and it was fixed/replaced before 08/18/14. This wire was from pole #6.

14-20115 1050 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 9 STONEYBROOK RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle: BRO 2006 TOYT TACOMA XTRACA Reg: PC MA VTLZ49 VIN: 5TEUU42N46Z234950
Narrative: Basement door alarm.
Narrative: Checks ok.

14-20116 1132 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: VIRGO HIRCUTTERS - 49 WINN ST
Unit: 47 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Ambulance request.
Narrative: C#47 on location and will handle. PT to be transported by BFD.
Narrative: fire dept transported

14-20117 1140 Phone - Ambulance Request Transferred to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 187] BURLINGTON OB-GYN ASSOCIATES - 101 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Narrative: Ambulance request.
Narrative: Female party transported to Winchester Hospital via ambulance

14-20123 1414 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN Logged
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 6 LISA ST
Narrative: Low hanging wire by pole # 310 / 3 reported. Verizon contacted at 15:15 Hrs. No road blockage at this time.

14-20124 1425 Phone - MV CRASH WITH INJURIES Services Rendered
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
14-20126 1524 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 1 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BRO 1998 TOYT 2D CAMRY Reg: PC NH 71424
Vehicle: GRY 1999 FORD VN ECONOVAN Reg: PC TN E7197V
Towed: For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Vehicle: WHI 2006 BU FRHT LIMO BUS Reg: BU MA BU21868
Narrative: MVC.

Narrative:
(3) car mv crash w/ (1) pi. Owner of TN reg. E7197V (Gry Ford Van) transported to LHCER by BFD. Same mv towed by Neds. See crash report.

Narrative:
BFD notified for complaint of injury. See report.

14-20128 1615 Phone - Assist P D / L E Agency No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 10 LAUREL LN
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller reports the town is moving his rock wall.

Narrative:
RP was concerned that the town is adjusting his property line. Same was advised to contact the engineering department.

14-20129 1615 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 864] RIGHT STUFF - 24 RAY AVE
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller reports suspicious m/v in the area of 24 Ray ave. Disp.unit to area. Possible reg. of 155ey8.

Narrative:
Checked the area, unable to locate.

14-20130 1620 Phone - Identity Fraud Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: 76 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:
Caller reports someone filed a tax return with his ss#.

Narrative:
Same was given an identity theft packet. Suspect identified by IRS and that agency is handling prosecution. See report.
14-20131 1628 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: RAY AVE

14-20132 1632 Phone - Lockout Services Rendered
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: [BUR 2256] WORLD OF LEARNING - 85 WILMINGTON RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:
Requests assistance for lockout - Disp.unit to area
Entry gained.

14-20133 1637 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 252] CENTURY BANK & TRUST CO - 134 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: GRN 2010 TOYT SE COROLL BASESL Reg: PC MA 196EZ1 VIN: 2T1BU4EE1AC385455
Narrative:
MVC.
Narrative:
No injuries reported. See crash report.

14-20136 1703 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Male party transported to Lahey by BFD.

14-20139 1730 Phone - Animal Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 26 COUNTY RD
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
Caller reports barking dogs.

14-20140 1734 Phone - Disabled MV Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: 240 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: WHI 2014 FORD PU F5KS Reg: PC NH 3676216 VIN: 1F66F5KY7E0A12388
Narrative:
DMV.
Narrative:
Neds unavailable. Murray's notified and en route.
Narrative:
Murrays towed same.

14-20141 1739 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 53 CENTER ST
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR MARKED LANES VIOLATION FOR DRIVING MOTORCYCLE ON WRONG SIDE OF THE ROAD TO PASS VEHICLES IN TRAFFIC.

14-20142 1744 Phone - Youth Complaint No report Due

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: GRANDVIEW AVE
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative:

Caller reports youths on bikes in the area.

Narrative:

Youths were advised. Same stated they were leaving the area.

14-20143 1752 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLU 2006 HOND SE CIVIC FA1656 Reg: PC MA 3VHG20 VIN: 1HGFA1656L096106
Narrative:

macys loss prevention reports detaining 2 female shoplifters with no I.Ds. Disp.unit to area.

Narrative:

Numerous items taken from numerous stores. See report.

Refer To Summons: 14-20143-A-AR

Summons: DOE, RACHEL
Address: 8 IRESON CT MELROSE, MA
DOB: 03/02/1991
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250 RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY $250

Refer To Summons: 14-20143-AR

Summons: DOE, VANESSA
Address: 8 IRESON CT MELROSE, MA
DOB: 09/25/1985
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250 RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY $250

14-20145 1858 Phone - NOTIFICATION No report Due

Call Taker: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Primary Id: MWC105 - Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Location/Address: 19 PHILLIP AVE
Unit: 48 Patrol Matthew W Creamer
Narrative:

Call Det. Ramirez at Lowell PD

Narrative:

Unable to make notification, party not home. Phone number forwarded to Lowell PD.

14-20147 1921 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2007 HOND CP CIVIC USEX Reg: PC MA 45RS75 VIN: 2HGFG12897H563957
Vehicle: BLU 2008 HOND CRV Reg: PC CT 555WGM VIN: JHLRE48778C015982
Narrative:

Woburn Police reports m/v crash in the area of the Cafe Escadrille. Disp.unit to area
No injuries reported. See crash report.

14-20148 2010 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: GRFS10 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: SILVER LINK - 67 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: 4th floor glass break.

All exterior doors check secure, unable to access interior.

14-20150 2027 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 100 WINN ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 715MA8
Vehicle: GRY 2011 HONDA ODYSSEY Reg: 715MA8 VIN: 5FNRL5H9XBB007539
Narrative: stop sign

14-20156 2049 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 290 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 16JH76
Vehicle: WHI 2012 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: 16JH76 VIN: 5NPDH4AE4CH082480
Vehicle: WHI 2012 HYUN SE ELANTR Reg: 16JH76 VIN: 5NPDH4AE4CH082480
Narrative: speed

14-20160 2106 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: GRFS10 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 1112] ROTARY PARK - 110 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: Caller reports people may be drinking in the stands at a baseball game.

No alcohol found in the stands.

14-20164 2122 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRFS10 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 8 SUNSET DR
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: AMBULANCE REQUEST.

Male party transported to hospital by BFD.

14-20163 2123 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 1112] ROTARY PARK - 110 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 795WR6
Vehicle: WHI 2013 CHEV SE IMPALA Reg: 795WR6 VIN: 2G1WF5E33D1130656
14-20167        2143    Initiated - MV STOP    Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:     WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:     WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1131] WATER PUMPING STATION 3,4,5 - 171 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:           64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit:           45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle:        BLU 2005 BMW SW 325XIT  Reg: PC MA 169VM2  VIN: WBAEP33425PF05134
Towed:          For: Hazard By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND NO REGISTRATION STICKER. WARNING ISSUED FOR ATTACHING PLATES. VEHICLE REMOVED BY NEDS TOW. OFFICER GAVE PARTIES A RIDE TO A LOCAL HOTEL.

14-20170        2221    Initiated - MV STOP    Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:     GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id:     GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 19 BEDFORD ST @ LEXINGTON ST
Unit:           63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:        WHI 2013 VOLK SE JETTA 162AY2  Reg: PC MA 1CSC70  VIN: 3VW5A7AJ8DM229268
Narrative:
CITATION # R5170819

14-20179        2317    Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND    Logged
Call Taker:     CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 2191] L'ANDANA - 86 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
RP reports that her garage remote opener is missing and doesn't know wether or not she misplaced or lost same. Same wanted to report it missing because she believes she had it in her vehicle when she went to L'Andana and had her vehicle valet. She has spoken with the Manager and the Valet attendant at L'Andana and they were unable to find or locate any remote.

14-20180        2355    Phone - Ambulance Request    Logged
Call Taker:     DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:     VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL - 8 KIMBALL CT Apt. #514
Unit:           45  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Ambulance request, fire notified

Narrative:
Patient refusal. Forced entry by fire at request of homeowner. Maintenance contacted and dispatched.

For Date: 08/20/2014      -      Wednesday

14-20181        0049    Initiated - MV STOP    Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:     DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:     VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: CENTER ST @ 78 BIRCHCREST ST
Unit:           45  Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vehicle:        WHI 2002 ACUR MDX  Reg: PC MA 65VW44  VIN: 2HNYD18452H528226
Narrative:
Citation issued for no head lights.

14-20190        0158    Phone - Ambulance Request    Services Rendered
Call Taker:     DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id:     JMF084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD Apt. #6
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative: Ambulance request, fire notified

Narrative: Fire department handled same.

14-20192 0210 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 1212] DOMINO'S PIZZA - 53 WINN ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: BLU 2001 JEEP GRACHE LAREDO Reg: PC MA 182JE6 VIN: 1J4GW48S51C636269
Narrative: Ned's notified
Narrative: Citation issued to operator for operation of m/v unregistered, vehicle towed by ned's

14-20196 0340 Phone - Animal Complaint Unfounded
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 8 IVY LN
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: Party reports a dog barking for over 30 minutes.
Narrative: Sat in front of residents for several minutes, all is quiet.

14-20197 0415 Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Services Rendered
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1889] SUNRISE - 24 MALL RD Apt. #118
Narrative: Resident of Sunrise dialed 911 looking for maintanence in regards to his toilet.
Narrative: Staff contacted and assisted.

14-20198 0642 Walk-In - THREATS PAST / PROGRESS Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: RBS CITIZENS - 25 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative: Party reports his ex girlfriend had threatened to steal his car from his place of employement today.
Narrative: RP advised extra checks would be made and to contact the police if he needed additional assistance.

14-20201 0721 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 55 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: Smoke alarm set off accidental by cooking. All checks ok.

14-20203 0858 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 8 IVY LN
Unit: 47 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative: Ambulance request.
Narrative:
fire dept transported

14-20204 0903 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 806] STONEBRIDGE AT BURLINGTON - 50 GREENLEAF WAY
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

Narrative:
Male party transported to Lahey Clinic Hospital via ambulance

14-20205 0914 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 684] MICHAELS #8629 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit: 46 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Front door.

Narrative:
checks ok.

14-20207 0946 Phone - ALARM No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 2242] AT&T - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 46 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Narrative:
Hold up alarm.

Narrative:
Store employee states the cleaners may have set off in error. Store checks ok.

14-20211 1036 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 252] CENTURY BANK & TRUST CO - 134 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRN 2012 HYUN SE ACCENT GLS1GS Reg: PC MA 2724PH VIN: KMHC5AE0CU052989
Narrative:
WW issued to owner of MA reg. 2724PH (grn Hyun Accent) for 89/9.

14-20212 1055 Phone - Ambulance Request No report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 46 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Narrative:
Ambulance request.

14-20213 1103 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 2090] LEMAITRE VASCULAR - 63 SECOND AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Narrative:
Ambulance request.
Narrative:
Female party transported to Lahey Clinic Hospital via ambulance

14-20215 1119  Phone - Animal Complaint False Alarm
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: [BUR 549] JENNY CRAIG WEIGHT LOSS CTR659 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Narrative:
Caller reports a dog in a car.

14-20216 1119  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES No report Due
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address: WAYSIDE RD @ CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 46 Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Vehicle: GRN 2008 HOND SE ACCORD EXL Reg: PC MA 12BC17 VIN: 1HGCP268X8A061705
Narrative:
Caller reports being involved in a minor crash and is requesting an Officer.

14-20217 1202  Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: 84 CAREY AVE @ DOROTHY RD
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Vehicle: BLK 1998 CHEV CV CORVETTE Reg: PC NH 3609241 VIN: 1G1YY32G4W5114384
Vehicle: BLU 2011 KIA SPORTA 42222 Reg: PC MA 721644 VIN: KNDPB3A23B7054039
Narrative:
Caller requests an Officer for a motor vehicle crash.

14-20218 1209  Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 984] TERA TECH CORPORATION - 77 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit: 43 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Narrative:
Caller reports a past theft of laptops.

14-20220 1250  Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Location/Address: 1 POLK ST
Narrative:
Caller reports his 92 year old mother is having trouble breathing.
Narrative:
Fire transported same to the Lahy Clinic for treatment.

14-20222 1353  Phone - ROAD HAZARD Services Rendered
Call Taker: SPF080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 59 CAMBRIDGE ST
Traffic Division reports lights at this intersection are not working properly. C#46 dispatched. Mass HWY advised at 13:57 hrs. and will respond.

Mass Highway notified.

80 year old male/Sullivans arrived on location 1510 hrs. see officers report.

2 car mv crash no reported injuries. Paper work exchanged facilitated by C#45.

Caller reports an older white male taking pictures of children on the play ground at a day care.

SPOKE WITH PARTY WHO STATED HE WAS TAKING PICTURES OF THE BUILDING IN THE AREA NOT OF THE CHILDREN AT THE DAY CARE. PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED TO STAY OFF DAY CARE PROPRTY. RP STATED THEY DID NOT WANT TO ISSUE A WRITTEN TRESPASS AT THIS TIME.

Owner of Ma reg 621RV8 is disable. This mv was pushed into the parking lot of #155 Middlesex Tp. She will have her roadside service respond.
**14-20228**

**Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Citation/Warning Issued**

**Call Taker:** JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson  
**Primary Id:** SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno

**Location/Address:** [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST

**Unit:** 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno

**Vehicle:** WHI 2006 FORD VN ECOVAN E150  Reg: PC MA 119TW5  VIN: 1FTRE14W66HA67212

**Narrative:**  
WW issued to owner of MA reg. 119TW5 (wte Ford Van) for 89/9, 90/13a.

---

**14-20229**

**Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY**  
**No report Due**

**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay

**Primary Id:** SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson

**Location/Address:** [BUR 751] NORTHERN BANK & TRUST CO. - 13 CENTER ST

**Unit:** 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson

**Vehicle:** Reg: PC ME UC44W

**Narrative:**  
Caller reports a susp P/U truck with ME. plates parked in the rear with male inside and truck running.

---

**14-20230**

**Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Logged**

**Call Taker:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Primary Id:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Location/Address:** 424 CAMBRIDGE ST @ COUNTY RD

**Unit:** 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Vehicle:** PLE 1997 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: 962CD8  VIN: 1NXBA02E0VZ655303

**Narrative:**  
Male party was taking a quick nap before driving home; everything checks ok.

---

**14-20233**

**Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Citation/Warning Issued**

**Call Taker:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Primary Id:** GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Location/Address:** 424 CAMBRIDGE ST @ COUNTY RD

**Unit:** 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G

**Vehicle:** BLK 2010 FORD UT EXPLOR  Reg: 8323YH  VIN: 1FMEU8FE1AUA46583

**Narrative:**  
fail to keep one hand on wheel

---

**14-20235**

**Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL**  
**Report Due**

**Call Taker:** GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay

**Primary Id:** SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder

**Location/Address:** [BUR 1029] VICTORIAS SECRET - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE

**Unit:** 48 Patrol Matthew W Creamer

**Unit:** 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder

**Unit:** 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary

**Unit:** 48 Patrol Matthew W Creamer

**Vehicle:** WHI 2002 CHEV SILVER  Reg: PC MA 436MF9  VIN: 1GBHC24U82E265486

**Narrative:**  
Male shoplifter left area.

**Narrative:**  
Approximately $3,100 worth of merchandise stolen by white male. See Officer's report.

---

**14-20234**

**Initiated - MV STOP**  
**Citation/Warning Issued**
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G  
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G  
Location/Address: 376 CAMBRIDGE ST @ 6 FRANCIS WYMAN RD  
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G  
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 178NF7  
Vehicle: GRY 2004 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: 178NF7 VIN: 2HGES16674H592243  
Vehicle: GRY 2004 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: 178NF7 VIN: 2HGES16674H592243  
Narrative: Marked lanes.

14-20236 1635 Phone - LITTERING / DUMPING Logged  
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Location/Address: 1 MULBERRY LN  
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Narrative: Caller reports someone threw a soda bottle on his lawn.  
Narrative: RESIDENT REQUESTS TO HAVE THIS INCIDENT LOGGED. AN EMPTY POWERADE BOTTLE WAS FOUND ON HIS LAWN SOMETIME THIS MORNING; UNKNOWN SUSPECT AT THIS TIME.

14-20238 1711 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Services Rendered  
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Location/Address: COUNTY RD @ 424 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 47 Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Vehicle: GRN 1997 TOYT SE COROLL Reg: PC MA 672BS7 VIN: 2T1BA02E1VC169021  
Narrative: MVC  
Narrative: Assisted with paperwork exchange.

14-20239 1712 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged  
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder  
Location/Address: [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder  
Vehicle: GRY 2007 DODG SE CHARGE SESXT Reg: PC MA 545WW2 VIN: 2B3KA43R07H867347  
Narrative: Caller reports possible drug activity in the area.  
Narrative: Unable to locate vehicle.

14-20240 1714 Phone - Lockout No report Due  
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - POLE #50 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 48 Patrol Matthew W Creamer  
Narrative: Entry gained.  
Narrative: Entry gained.

14-20242 1728 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Services Rendered  
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Primary Id: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Location/Address: 15 HILLCREST RD  
Unit: 47 Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Vehicle: GRY 2005 TOYT SE AVALON USXLXL Reg: PC MA 2YK690 VIN: 4T1BK36B25U021103  
Narrative: Caller reports a male party drove over a lawn and struck a mailbox.
**Narrative:**
Operator of MV said his brakes failed. Resident confirmed that he could hear brakes grinding. Witness also confirmed that vehicle did not accelerate. AAA dispatched to remove vehicle.

**14-20243**  
1731 Walk-In - Identity Fraud  
No report Due

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] 106 LOCUST ST  
Unit: DESK Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Narrative:  
Walk-in party reports a fraudulent check was cashed at his bank for the amount of $5,000. Same has notified USAA bank and was given an identity theft packet. Party stated USAA requested it be reported to local police.

**14-20246**  
1804 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  
False Alarm

Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato  
Location/Address: [BUR 1648] PETCO - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 47 Patrol David H Outerbridge  
Narrative:  
Checked ok by phone. Unit dispatched to confirm.

**14-20247**  
1808 Initiated - MV STOP  
Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Location/Address: [BUR 1856] ISLAMIC CENTER - 130 LEXINGTON ST  
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun  
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 5DEB50  
Narrative:  
Verbal warning for op mv w/exp license. Allowed actv op to drive veh.

**14-20248**  
1834 Initiated - Disabled MV  
Services Rendered

Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Location/Address: [BUR 1058] DEL FRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE  
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Narrative:  
MV OUT OF TRAFFIC,AAA NOTIFIED; ETA 20 MINUTES.

**14-20249**  
1839 Initiated - MV STOP  
Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Location/Address: CHURCH LN  
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary  
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Vehicle: GRY 2012 JEEP WRANGL WRASPO Reg: PC MA 11VC01 VIN: 1C4AJWAG4CL181283  
Narrative:  
WW issued for red light v

**14-20250**  
1854 Phone - MV Complaint  
Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay  
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson  
Narrative:  
Ma / 86hx32 reportedly passing vehicles on the wrong side of the road. Same reported by Woburn PD.
14-20251 1911  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 1058] DEL FRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA 423BS9
Narrative:
CHECKED THE SURROUNDING AREA; UNABLE TO LOCATE MV.

14-20252 1923  Initiated - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49  Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: WHI 2010 SUBA IMPREZ WRXLIM  Reg: PC MA 63JY25  VIN: JF1GH7G68AG827852
Narrative:
Assisted the DMV off the road into the parking lot of Hertz; owner will be contacting AAA.

14-20254 1940  Phone - Theft Past  Report Due
Call Taker: GRF510 - Dispatcher Gail R Fay
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 2128] JARED - 8 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 45  Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative:
Theft past.

Narrative:
$11,100 diamond lost or stolen between 8/16-8/18. See Officer's report.

14-20259 2014  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 1189] PAPA GINOS - 179 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Unit: 47  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2002 YAMA YZFRIP  Reg: MC MA 1N8374  VIN: JYARN10E02A006738
Narrative:
speed

14-20261 2037  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 134] TRU NORTH - 204 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Narrative:
Citation issued for expired inspection sticker.

14-20262 2040  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 82 MALL RD @ SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit: 63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: Reg: PC MA L11H
Vehicle: BLU 2008 HYUN UT TUCSON  Reg: L11H  VIN: KMBJN72DX8U734353
Narrative:
red light

14-20264 2052  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
14-20265 2105 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: BLK 2009 NISS 4D MAXIMA Reg: PC NH 2718627 VIN: 1N4AA51E29C823894
Narrative: red light

14-20267 2119 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id: GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address: 112 MALL RD @ 128 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle: WHI 2013 VOLK GTI Reg: 3TTW70 VIN: WVWHED7AJ5DW130284
Narrative: speed

14-20280 2214 Radio - Disabled MV No report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address: [BUR 1071] CAMBRIDGE SAVINGS BANK - 140 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Vehicle: GRY 1998 HOND CIVIC USDX Reg: PC MA 133YV6 VIN: 2HEGEJ44OH108272
Narrative: Same repaired veh and sent on his way.

14-20297 2323 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address: [BUR 675] CHATEAU RESTAURANT - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative: Mechanic room door alarm. No responder at this time.

For Date: 08/21/2014 - Thursday

14-20298 0018 Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT Unfounded
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: [BUR 1764] BURLINGTON HOUSING AUTHORITY - 15 BIRCHCREST ST
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative: All quiet at this time.

14-20299 0019 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: [BUR 624] LORD & TAYLOR - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 49 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Vehicle: BLU 2009 MAZD CP RX8 Reg: PC MA 4FRF80 VIN: JM1FE172390402178
Narrative:
Party reports a vehicle doing donuts in the parking lot struck a parked vehicle and is now disabled.

RP also stated another person, operating a Honda Civic, fled the area.

Narrative:
suspect vehicle found on scene, driver issued complaint citation for reckless operation after interview with 2 witnesses. see crash report

Refer To Summons: 14-20299-AR
Summons: OUK, DAVID
Address: 20 BELMONT ST Apt. #10 LOWELL, MA
DOB: 07/02/1990
Charges: RECKLESS OPERATION OF MOTOR VEHICLE

14-20300 0023 Phone - Lockout Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 283] NORDBLOM - 65 NETWORK DR
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: RED 2001 FORD LGTCON F150 Reg: PC MA 41HV59 VIN: 1FTZF17211KC65227
Narrative:
Party requesting a lockout.

Narrative:
Assisted same.

14-20302 0055 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: 201 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 99 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vehicle: SIL 2013 CHRY 4D Reg: PC OK 678JQM
Narrative:
Warning issued for speeding violation.

14-20303 0114 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 276] NORDBLOM - 45 NETWORK DR
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle: BRO 2006 LEXS GX470 Reg: PC MA VUCCI VIN: JTJBT20X260110109
Narrative:
Security officer reports observing a possibly intoxicated female urinate next to her vehicle.

Female now sitting in a Lexus SUV.

Narrative:
Spoke with involved parties, no operation. Adult females transported from scene by friend.

14-20309 0655 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Main office motion alarm

Narrative:
Cancelled per alarm company

14-20304 0700 Radio - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Deceased animal pick up

ACO to be contacted.

Officer reports green light out on a pole unit southbound in front of Burlington High School. MASS DOT notified, fourth call in four weeks.

Local party dialed 911 looking for assistance for his mother in Peabody. Party transferred to Peabody PSAP. Services Rendered.

Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified. Same transported to hospital by rescue.

911 hang up call. Checks okay on call back.

Power outage at Police Station. Sgt. Doherty reports possible damage to Police Dept computer equipment. Sgt. Doherty spoke with NStar employee who was working on the problem that caused the issued. Sgt Doherty gave number to Claims Support.

Detail Officer reports citation to be issued by mail.

Phone - ROAD HAZARD

Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: 1 FOURTH AVE @ 141 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative: Deceased animal pick up

ACO to be contacted.

Officer reports green light out on a pole unit southbound in front of Burlington High School. MASS DOT notified, fourth call in four weeks.

Local party dialed 911 looking for assistance for his mother in Peabody. Party transferred to Peabody PSAP. Services Rendered.

Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified. Same transported to hospital by rescue.

911 hang up call. Checks okay on call back.

Power outage at Police Station. Sgt. Doherty reports possible damage to Police Dept computer equipment. Sgt. Doherty spoke with NStar employee who was working on the problem that caused the issued. Sgt Doherty gave number to Claims Support.

Detail Officer reports citation to be issued by mail.
Resident reports at the intersection of Hope and Lexington Street a moving truck is in the driveway blocking the view on roadway.

Officer reports checks okay.

Resident reports at the intersection of Hope and Lexington Street a moving truck is in the driveway blocking the view on roadway.

Officer reports checks okay.

Caller reports her patio furniture was rearranged without her knowledge while left on her outside third floor terrace. No items reported stolen or damaged at this time.

Report of a dmv on Mall Rd and Lexington St.

Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Female reports her vehicle was damaged while parked at the Capital Grill.

see report.

Woburn PD, reports a suspicious MV, MA REG #834-XC2.

vehicle parked at 64 beacon village owner was collecting can he was given a ride to the legion on winn st. same will have m/v towed out of beacon village later tonight.

Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.

Female reports her vehicle was damaged while parked at the Capital Grill.

see report.

Woburn PD, reports a suspicious MV, MA REG #834-XC2.

vehicle parked at 64 beacon village owner was collecting can he was given a ride to the legion on winn st. same will have m/v towed out of beacon village later tonight.
Resident reports receiving harassing phone calls and threats.

CALLER REPORTS OWNER OF PRO PAVE NORWOOD MA IS TRYING TO LOCATE HIS WORK VAN THAT CALLERS SON WAS USING PRIOR TO BEING SENT TO THE HOUSE OF CORRECTION. PRO PAVE CO. WAS NOTIFIED BY WOBURN POLICE DEPT SO PRO PAVE CAN RECOVER THE WORK VAN. VAN WAS NOT REPORTED AS A FILE 1. SPOKE TO ALL PARTIES AND PRO PAVE WILL WILL GO AND PICK UP HIS VAN. PHONE CALLS SHOULD END WITH THE RECOVERY OF THE VAN.

14-20329        1424 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Primary Id:    RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:    [BUR 1029] VICTORIAS SECRET - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    49  Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:rp states a susp woman in store may have shoplifted and left into the mall. request officer while they check cameras.

Narrative:
two young girls early 20's may have shoplifted in the store acted very susp. and fled store quickly with numerous bags. described as w/f both dressed all in black with blond and red hair tied up in buns. walked through the mall unable to locate.

Detail Officer reports DMV.

14-20331        1447 Phone - Disabled MV Logged
Call Taker:    RMR107 - Patrol Roberto M Reyes
Location/Address:    204 CAMBRIDGE ST @ CEDARWOOD LN
Narrative:

Deceased animal in the road.

14-20310        1600 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker:    VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address:    1 FRANCIS WYMAN RD @ TEABERRY LN
Unit:    A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

Citation issued for red light violation.

14-20336        1641 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:    [BUR 112] HERB CHAMBERS AUDI OF BURLINGTON - 62 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    49  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle:    WHI 2010 TOYT VN SIENNA Reg: PC MA 5XN630 VIN: 5TDK4CCXAS033305
Vehicle:         Reg: PC MA 2191GV
Narrative:

Citation # R5170895
14-20337 1643 Initiated - MV STOP  Report Due
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:  DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address:  [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  47 Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit:  41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Unit:  64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit:  64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:  Reg: NH 3296790
Narrative:
Off. Outerbridge reports an arrest for operation after suspension and receiving stolen property over $250.00

Refer To Summonses:  14-20337-A-AR
Summonses:  DONLON, MICHAEL R
Address:  122 PALM ST Apt. #1STFL NASHUA, NH
DOB:  02/01/1983
Charges:  LARCENY OVER $250
Refer To Arrest:  14-20337-AR
Arrest:  WINANS, KELLEY M
Address:  18 BEECHWOOD RD HUDSON, NH
DOB:  05/21/1987
Charges:  RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY +$250
LICENSE SUSPENDED, OP MV WITH
LARCENY OVER $250

14-20338 1651 Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:  14 COUNTY RD
Unit:  A1 Civillian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
A-1 off at this location

14-20339 1655 Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  913 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit:  49 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Unit:  45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
Caller requests ambulance for female not feeling well. Disp unit to area.

Narrative:
Female party transported to hospital by BFD.

14-20340 1702 Initiated - MV STOP  Logged
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:  26 SEDALIA RD
Unit:  A1 Civillian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
A-1 off at this location

14-20341 1711 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:  CAMBRIDGE ST @ ROUTE 128 N
Unit:  49 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle:  WHI 2014 HOND LL CRV SPO RM4H7E Reg: PC MA 959LL2 VIN: 5J6RM4H78EL057938
Narrative:
Citation issued.

14-20344 1715 Phone - MV Hit & Run  Logged
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:  POLE #25 - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:  BRO 2007 FORD SE FIVE SEL Reg: PC MA 9TW780 VIN: 1FAHP24137G145957
Vehicle:  GRY 2007 BMW SE 750LI Reg: PC MA 5XS390 VIN: WBAHN83567DT65311
Narrative:
Mall Security reports Hit Run accident by pole 25. Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
Mass. reg.9TW780 and 5XS780- Assisted in the exchange of paperwork- Very minor damage.

14-20345  1722  Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  [BUR 1099] HUGO BOSS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  45  Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle:  BLK 2012 MERZ SE C300 4MAAWD Reg: PC MA 4LJV30  VIN: WDDGF8BB7CR224334
Narrative:
Calling party reports two male parties left Hugo Boss with $5000.00 in merchandise. Same possibly left in Ma.Reg.4lJV30 a grey Mercedes. Same occurred over 10 minutes ago. Disp. unit to area.

Narrative:
Theft was witnessed by a third party. Hugo Boss did not wish to report the theft. No description of items taken or total amount. See Officer's report.

14-20346  1751  Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  128 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 112 MALL RD
Unit:  63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:  GRN 2005 BUIC TERRAZ  Reg:  48RA54  VIN: 5GADX33L55D296347

14-20348  1850  911 - DISTURBANCE No report Due
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:  KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:  6 GLORIA CIR
Unit:  48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Unit:  41  Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative:
Female party called stating her husband was acting out of control. Female party hung up the phone soon after.

Narrative:
Resident needed assistance with elderly husband suffering from dementia. Assisted same. RP advised to seek additional assistance through doctor and help groups.

14-20349  1856  911 - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  11 COUNTY RD
Narrative:
Male party requesting an ambulance for a leg injury. BFD notified.

Narrative:
Fire Department handled same.

14-20353  1905  Phone - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Report Due
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  TPB086 - Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Location/Address:  17 HAMPDEN AVE
Unit:  40  Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Narrative:
Calling party reports that his 4 yr son is visiting his mother as stipulated in a court order. The mother no longer wants to return him back to his father who has custody of their son. (Same is a court order out Probate Court
Narrative:
See Officer's report.

14-20350  1907    Radio - Animal Complaint    Logged
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    9 CEDAR ST
Unit:    A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
Unlicensed dog.

14-20351  1916    Phone - DISTURBANCE    Logged
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    [BUR 1375] BURLINGTON MALL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    47  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Unit:    48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Mall security reports a male party breaking tables in the food court.

14-20352  1924    Radio - Animal Complaint    Logged
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    12 MOUNTAIN RD
Unit:    A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr

14-20354  1948    Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:    GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:    CAMBRIDGE ST @ BIRCHCREST ST
Unit:    63  Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Vehicle:         Reg: PC MA 9415SE
Narrative:
marked lanes

14-20355  1948    Radio - Animal Complaint    No report Due
Call Taker:    KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address:    15 FORBES AVE
Unit:    A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
ACO Mills reports investigating an animal complaint.

14-20356  2008    911 - Ambulance Request    Logged
Call Taker:    KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:    CMCS - 26 WINTER ST
Unit:    49  Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Narrative:
Caller reports patient having a diabetic reaction. Fire notified.

14-20358  2014    Phone - ALARM    Logged
Call Taker:    KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Primary Id:  KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:  [BUR 1748] MASS LABORERS BENEFIT - 14 EXECUTIVE PARK
Unit:  48  Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:

Kurt from Stanley Security reports a 1st floor mid office
doors alarm at the above business.

Narrative:

Perimeters of building are locked tight.

14-20357  2016  Radio - Animal Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  18 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

verbal warning for control of dogs violation

14-20360  2028  Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:  50A MARGARET ST
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

American Alarm reports a 4th floor glass break at
Silverlink.

Narrative:

Checks secure. Employees in building.

14-20363  2057  Radio - Animal Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address:  4 FROTHINGHAM RD
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

ACO Mills reports checking on unlicensed dog.

14-20364  2104  Initiated - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address:  51 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

A-1 off at 51 Lexington St

Narrative:

no one home

14-20365  2113  Radio - Animal Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address:  29 BEDFORD ST
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

ACO MILLS CHECKING ON UNLICENSED DOG

Narrative:

no one home

14-20366  2126  Radio - Animal Complaint  No report Due
Call Taker:  KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address:  112 FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit:  A1  Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
ACO MILLS REPORTS CHECKING ON AN UNLICENSED DOG

Narrative:
2 UNLICENSED DOGS. VERBAL WARNING ISSUED

14-20368 2135 Initiated - Animal Complaint Logged

Call Taker: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: 17 RAHWAY RD
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
UNLICENSED DOG

14-20369 2147 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured

Call Taker: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST AUTO - 181 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:
GENERAL MOTION ALARM

14-20370 2148 Initiated - Animal Complaint No report Due

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 231 MILL ST
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:
NO VIOLATIONS

14-20371 2152 Phone - SHOPLIFTING / RETAIL Report Due

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Unit: 49 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2005 HOND SE ACCORD Reg: PC MA 259XS3 VIN: 1HGCM66545A032041
Narrative:
Macys Loss Prevention reports detaining two females. Disp.unit to area

Refer To Summons: 14-20371-A-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 17
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250 BY SINGLE SCHEME
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY +$250
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY -$250
CONSPIRACY

Refer To Summons: 14-20371-B-AR
Juvenile Arrest
Age: 17
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250 BY SINGLE SCHEME
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY +$250
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY -$250
CONSPIRACY

Refer To Summons: 14-20371-AR
Summons: ROMERO, UNIQUE S
Address: 254 SALEM ST Apt. #2 LAWRENCE, MA
DOB: 01/28/1989
Charges: LARCENY OVER $250 BY SINGLE SCHEME
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY +$250
RECEIVE STOLEN PROPERTY -$250
CONSPIRACY

14-20372 2154 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 599] LEGAL SEAFOODS INC - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: SIL 2009 HOND HB FIT Reg: PC NH ANOOSH VIN: JHMGE8649S003474
Narrative:

CITATION ISSUED FOR MISUSE OF HP PLACARD. PARKING TICKET (#232094) ISSUED FOR HP PARKING VIOLATION.

14-20376       2255 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 887] SEASONS 52 - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:

Caller requests ambulance for female party not feeling well. Disp.unit to area - fire dept. notified

Narrative:
Female party transported to hospital by BFD.

14-20377       2310 Initiated - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: 3 BIRCH ST
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative:

BARKING DOG COMPLAINT

14-20378       2318 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 390] ETHAN ALLEN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative:

STANLEY SECURITY REPORTS 2ND FLOOR MOTION ALARM

Narrative:
Contractor from Piece Management Inc. doing work inside the building. Same has access to the store. Checks ok.

For Date: 08/22/2014 - Friday

14-20380       0024 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Vicinity of: [BUR 1696] COMCAST SPORTSNET - 42 THIRD AVE
Unit: 45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Unit: 47 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:

Third party caller reports party possibly attempting to hop the fence to a construction site in the area.

Narrative:
Wegmans security has been on location for approx 2 hours prior to service call.

Area checks negative.

14-20381       0034 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Vicinity of: FOURTH AVE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 47 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Warning issued for stop sign violation.

14-20392   0149   Initiated - MV STOP
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vicinity of:  WILMINGTON RD
Unit:  48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vehicle:  GRY 2004 JEEP LL GRAND CHEROKEE Reg: PC MA 668XV8 VIN: 1J4GW48S04C244692

14-20397   0223   Initiated - MV STOP
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vicinity of:  23 BEDFORD ST @ CHURCH LN
Unit:  48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello

14-20399   0313   Phone - ALARM
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 675] CHATEAU RESTAURANT - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:  47 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Unit:  45 Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Narrative:
Entry/exit alarm from back kitchen door. No responder.

14-20402   0427   Phone - ALARM
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 390] ETHAN ALLEN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Second floor rear entry and motion alarm. No responder.

14-20403   0451   Phone - ALARM
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 2200] QSA GLOBAL - 40 NORTH AVE
Unit:  47 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Zone 141 A8 lab motion alarm. No responder.

14-20405   0524   911 - Ambulance Request
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 1155] ATRIA LONGMEADOW PLACE - 42 MALL RD
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit:  47 Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative:
Employee reports elderly female party with dementia assaulting staff members.

Narrative:
Fire notified and en route.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.
14-20406 0537 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY No report Due
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address:  [BUR 1539] CARLI CONVENIENCE PLUS - 324 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit:  40 Lieutenant Michael A McDade
Narrative:
Employee reports suspicious male party was walking around the store when she opened at 0430. She is now hearing noises outside by the dumpster and requesting an officer check the area.

Narrative:
Checked area, party was observed waiting at bus stop. Same boarded bus and left the area.

14-20408 0713 Initiated - MV STOP Report Due
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Vicinity of:  [BUR 922] SOAP N’ SUDS LAUNDROMAT - 262 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Citation Issued - Criminal Summons.
See officers report
Refer To Summons:  14-20408-AR
Summons:  MEIRELES, ENILSON
Address:  101 OLD BILLERICA RD   BEDFORD, MA
DOB:  03/29/1970
Charges:  UNLICENSED OPERATION OF MV

14-20409 0839 Phone - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  1 POLK ST
Unit:  47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative:
Elderly female not feeling well.
BURLINGTON FIRE DEPT. ASSISTED SAME

14-20410 0847 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker:  JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Primary Id:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Location/Address:  [BUR 628] BIRCHCREST ARMS SENIOR HOUSING - 15 BIRCHCREST ST
Unit:  49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:
Report of theft of cash from a purse.
Report
rp reports $20. in cash possibly taken out of her purse by a cleaning woman. spoke with all parties involved see report

14-20411 0858 Phone - BURGLARY / B & E PAST Report Due
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  3 FIELDSTONE DR
Narrative:
Rp states her MV was broken into between 2100 - 0600.
See Officer’s report

14-20412 0907 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:  [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
911 Abandoned Call. Call back goes to automated message. Unable to speak with an employee.

Caller reports someone broke into m/v over night. Sometime during the over night Mass. registration 5089TZ (2008 Toyota Rav 4) which was unlocked was entered and a cell phone charger and inverter were taken. Also, paper work were taken but were scattered on the street. See report.

Improper passing.

Resident reports her vehicle broken into sometime overnight. Same left open, no damage to vehicle. Taken was a silver necklace and 200.00 in cash that was hidden in bottom of necklace box.

Rp states she found out her b/f has been stealing money from her account, and her b/f is on coming back to her location.

Officer Sheppard to complete a full report on next tour of duty. Incident under investigation. See Officer Sheppard’s report.
14-20419 1157  Initiated - ESCORT  Logged

Call Taker:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Primary Id:  GFM106 - Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Location/Address:  [BUR 1444] UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST CONGR - 6 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:  Assist w/ funeral escort.

14-20421 1255  Phone - BURGLARY / B & E PAST  Report Due

Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:  KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:  24 FIELDSTONE DR
Unit:  48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Vehicle:  2011 TOYT SE CAMRYS 2532C  Reg: PC MA 757TR6  VIN: 4T4BF3EKBR159039
Narrative:  Rp reports someone broke into her car overnight.

14-20422 1302  Phone - CIVIL COMPLAINT  Services Rendered

Call Taker:  RJH049 - Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Primary Id:  HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address:  20 GRANT AVE
Unit:  47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Vehicle:  BLU 2011 TOYT SE CAMRYS 2532C  Reg: PC MA 757TR6  VIN: 4T4BF3EKBR159039
Narrative:  Customer brought pants in for tailoring for a job that started today, business closed and not open. Advised complainant on civil procedure.

14-20423 1351  Radio - Disabled MV  Logged

Call Taker:  JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address:  MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
Unit:  52 Captain Gregory T Skehan Sr
Unit:  47 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit:  49 Patrol Richard J Hanafin, R
Narrative:  Unmarked Unit 52 reports a DMV. Marked Unit 47 sent to assist.

14-20424 1420  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital

Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address:  [BUR 2284] LAHEY HOSPITAL - 31 MALL RD
Narrative:  Patient requesting transport to Lahey
Narrative:  Fire notified.
Narrative:  Fire to transport.

14-20425 1455  Phone - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital

Call Taker:  SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>45 CENTER ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Party experiencing custody issue with ex-wife. Officer Outerbridge attempted to make contact with same, but was unable to reach her. Male referred to Probate Court.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14-20436        1714        Phone - Theft Past  Report Due

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>214 WINN ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
<td>41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Caller reports that her children's go-kart stolen from the home.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14-20435        1715        Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 1260] DUNKIN DONUTS - 240 MIDDLESEX TPKE EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
<td>45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Citation issued for red light violation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14-20437        1721        Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Taker:</th>
<th>JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary Id:</td>
<td>JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location/Address:</td>
<td>[BUR 1414] LAHEY HOSPITAL &amp; MEDICAL CENTER - 29 MALL RD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit:</td>
<td>42 Patrol John E Lynch III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle:</td>
<td>GRY 2006 KIA LL SPORTA Reg: PC MA 58GE10 VIN: KNDJE723067165584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative:</td>
<td>Warning issued.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14-20438        1731        Phone - Harassment  Report Due

| Call Taker: | EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard |
Employee is being harrassed by her ex, and would like to speak with an officer.

Employee and spouse recently separated. Five phone calls were made to employee's work after employee shut off cell phone. See report.

14-20439 1733 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: [BUR 795] HERB CHAMBERS KIA OF BURLINGTON - 93 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: WHI 2008 TOYT YARIS Reg: PC MA 185ME5 VIN: JTDJT923685149521
Narrative: Citation issued for unsafe lane change.

14-20440 1802 Phone - MV Hit & Run Report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vicinity of: WINN ST @ 7 KEANS RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: GRY 2011 SUBA FOREST FOREST Reg: PC MA 252MA4 VIN: JF2SHADC2BH723625
Narrative: My crash hit and run with no injuries. MA 7EP890 fled the scene. Unit enroute.

Narrative:
Very minor damage to victim's vehicle. Will be attempting to contact the other party involved. No injuries reported.

Narrative:
See Officer's report.

14-20442 1817 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: DHO113 - Patrol David H Outerbridge
Location/Address: 184 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 40 Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Vehicle: BLK 2007 NISS 4T ALTIMA Reg: PC MA 27GG76
Narrative: Warning issued.

14-20443 1833 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: 3 HILLCREST RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Male party transported to hospital by BFD.

14-20444 1850 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 696] MILLIPORE - 186 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.
14-20446        1903 Phone - Identity Fraud Logged
Call Taker:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Primary Id:    TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: 140 WINN ST
Unit:    DESK Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Vehicle:    2014 HOND UT PILOT Reg: PC MA 887BM7 VIN: 5FNYF4H4XEB018952
Narrative:
  Walk-in party reports that his identifying information is being used to open lines of credit across the country. Same logged for RP so that he may contact credit services to take appropriate actions.

14-20447        1914 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Primary Id:    JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ BIRCHCREST ST
Unit:    42 Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle:    RED 1996 DODG SE INTREP Reg: PC MA 3VHF50 VIN: 2B3HD46F5TH224778
Narrative:
  Citation issued.

14-20448        1923 911 - DISTURBANCE Services Rendered
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:    TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Location/Address: [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    47 Patrol David H Outerbridge
         41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Vehicle:    BLU 2013 INFI SE G37X AWD Reg: PC MA COACH VIN: JN1CV6ARXD762025
Narrative:
  Female party reports being assaulted by her boyfriend.
  Female refused to cooperate with officers on scene. Same refused to provide any information, and was picked up by the attached vehicle.

14-20449        1927 Phone - ALARM Unfounded
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:    TPK071 - Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Location/Address: [BUR 1688] ADVIZEX TECHNOLOGY - 164 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
Narrative:
  Second floor front door alarm.
  Unable to access building. Appears secure.

14-20452        2126 Phone - MV Complaint/ M/C Logged
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 638] MACYS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Narrative:
  Caller reported a couple of m/c's speeding in the lot. Mall security handled same. Dispatched unit was cleared for a multiple vehicle crash near the high school.

14-20451        2133 Radio - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Vehicle Towed
Call Taker:    EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:    JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    49 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
         41 Sergeant Timothy P Kirchner, T
         64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    WHI 2005 TOYT SE CAMRY USLEXL Reg: PC MA 873Z26 VIN: 4T1BE32K55U005619
Towed:    For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Neds Towing
Vehicle:    GRN 2009 HYUN SE SONATA SELIMI Reg: PC MA 1268DC VIN: 5NPEU46F09H476648
Vehicle: GRY 2010 CHEV SE MALIBU 1ZG69  Reg: PC MA 712RY6  VIN: 1G1ZB5EB5AF316512
Narrative:
Officer reported a multiple mv crash without injuries.
Ned's Towing enroute. See officer's AC-report.

14-20454 2202 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 1091] HIGH SCHOOL - 123 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 64  Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: GRY 2009 TOYT SE COROLL  Reg: PC MA 327PL6  VIN: 2T1BU40E39C003512
Narrative:

14-20455 2202 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: TMC104 - Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Location/Address: CAMBRIDGE ST @ NELSON RD
Location/Address: 40  Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Vehicle: Reg: MA
Vehicle: GRN 2013 TOYT LL RAV4 4442  Reg: PC MA 129VG6  VIN: 2T3RFREVXWD012429

14-20458 2213 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 1451] MIDDLESEX COMMONS - 43 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Location/Address: 42  Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle: GRY 2004 FORD SE TAURUS SES  Reg: PC MA 9362Y7  VIN: 1FAFP55264G144801
Narrative:
Caller reporting two suspicious mv's parked near the liquor store. One being a 2009 Toyota Camry, blue; other a 2005-06 VW SUV, teal. Unknown registrations.

14-20466 2332 911 - MALICIOUS DAMAGE / VANDALISM Report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 1458] DEL FRISCO'S GRILLE - 92 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Location/Address: 42  Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit: 47  Patrol David H Outerbridge
Vehicle: GRY 2004 FORD SE TAURUS SES  Reg: PC MA 9362Y7  VIN: 1FAFP55264G144801
Narrative:
Caller reports that his mv, MA Reg# 347FJ2, just got keyed by a female party.

14-20468 0003 Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Location/Address: [BUR 2166] KIMBALL - 8 KIMBALL CT
Unit: 48  Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Unit: K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Party reports having an altercation with her sister.
Narrative:
Assisted party with getting belongings from her sister. No physical altercation occured. At 0652 hrs unit 48 transported subject to Anderson Regional Transportation Center in Woburn to assist her in getting her back to her residence in Connecticut.
14-20473 0131 Phone - K-9 Activity Report Due
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [TEW] 41 MAUREEN DR
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Assist with a track.
Positive track to B&E suspect residence, see deployment report.

14-20477 0230 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: VEC114 - Patrol Vito E Costa, V
Primary Id: MPM103 - Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Location/Address: 1 MARJORIE RD
Unit: 48 Patrol Michael P Minichiello
Narrative:
Party reports a suspicious vehicle in the area.
Checks ok, neighborhood resident just driving around.

14-20484 0759 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: 69 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 0 ROUTE 128 S
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle: GRN 2005 FORD FREEST Reg: PC MA 474VS7 VIN: 1FMDK06115GA15256
Vehicle: GRY 2007 CHEV TAHOE Reg: PC MA 333MC8 VIN: 1GNFK13067J350251
Narrative:
Report of mv crash with no injury.
MA reg. 333MC8 rear-ended MA reg. 474VS7 while exiting highway off-ramp to Middlesex Turnpike.
No tow required. No injury reported. Officer assisted parties with information exchange. See crash report.

14-20486 0915 Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 59 CAMBRIDGE ST @ MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: BLK 2004 FORD PU LGTCON F15HER Reg: PC MA 127MA4 VIN: 2FTRF17214CA25779
Towed: For: Accident By: Neds Towing To: Ned's Towing
Vehicle: BLU 2012 FORD LL ESCAPE Reg: PC MA 266MM8 VIN: 1FMCU9D7XCKC33952
Narrative:
Report of mv crash with no injury.
2 car mv crash w/npi. MA reg. 127MA4 (blk Ford F150) towed from scene by Neds Towing Co. See crash report.

14-20487 0927 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 144] BEST BUY - 84 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative:
Employee reports a Mac laptop was taken from the store earlier in the week.

Narrative:
2 Black males observed on video entering store together and then tampering with security cable to displayed laptop computer. Security cable was cut and lap top taken by one of the males wearing a blue shirt. Computer was a MacBook Pro with a retail price of $1999.00. See report.

14-20488 0937 Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Location/Address: 101 WINN ST @ 1 BEACON ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller reports an injured hawk

14-20489 0946 Phone - ALARM Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 1575] STOTT-GOCHIS INSURANCE - 113 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative: Operator 31 reports first floor motion, front door alarm.
Narrative: Officers did a walkthrough business. Everything appears in order. Front door was secured
Narrative: Front door left unlocked, interior checked by C#41 and C#45.
Nothing unusual to report at this time. Audible alarm is sounding.

14-20490 1055 Phone - ACO Activity No report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: GWM612 - Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Location/Address: 97 WINN ST
Narrative: OCO removed bird and to evaluate. See Incident #14-20188.
Narrative: ACO reports same handed over to rehabber.

14-20491 1212 Phone - Ambulance Request Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: HLS057 - Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Location/Address: [BUR 1558] MOBIL GAS STATION - 173 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Vehicle: GRN 2010 JEEP LL LIBERTY Reg: PC NH 2523333 VIN: 1J4PN2GK6AW128402
Narrative: Ambulance request. Fire Dept notified.
Narrative: 18 Y.O. HUDSON N.H. MAN TAKEN TO LAHEY CLINIC FOR OBSERVATION BY BURLINGTON FIRE DEPT. FOR SUSPECTED OVERDOSE OF NARCOTICS.
Narrative: SGT. MCLEAN ON SCENE.

14-20493 1251 Phone - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 10 ROLLING LN
Unit: 43 Patrol Harry L Sawyer Jr
Narrative: Caller reports finding a Harvard University Police radio on
his lawn.

Radio returned to Harvard PD

14-20495 1330 Phone - MV Complaint Gone on Arrival
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 1920] LESTER'S ROADSIDE BBQ - 376 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative: MV involved in a hit and run in Billerica fled scene and headed into Burlington

14-20496 1344 Phone - MV CRASH UNKNOWN INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 1094] MARSHALL SIMONDS MIDDLE SCHOOL - 114 WINN ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle: GRY 2009 MAZD SE MAZDA3 MAZDA3 Reg: PC MA 68Y05 VIN: JM1BK32GX91210563
Vehicle: GRY 2008 HUMM H3 H3ALPH Reg: PC MA 1900FT VIN: 5GTEN13L488136124
Narrative: 2 car crash

14-20497 1412 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Unfounded
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: 7 WHITNEY ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative: Suspicious male possibly sleeping in either a gray or light brown colored car.

14-20498 1431 Phone - Ambulance Request Logged
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2248] GRANDVIEW COMMONS SENIOR CONDO - 59 CENTER ST Apt. #209
Narrative: Ambulance request to assist resident.

14-20499 1440 Phone - ALARM Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: 7 SHELDON ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit: 40 Sergeant Kevin M Doherty
Narrative: Operator URD reports basement motion alarm.

14-20500 1537 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY Logged
Call Taker: DAG117 - Patrol Domenic A Grossi jr.
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Caller reports a female looking through cars

Female party identified. See Report.

MA reg. 9FG100 had the fuse box opened by suspect and it appears that this caused the security system to be activated. As a result this prevented the owner from being able start the car. According to Hyundai road side assistance the vehicle must be towed to a dealer to have the security feature disabled at cost to the owner.

Refer To Arrest: 14-20500-AR

VW issued to owner of MA reg. 968LJ6 (blk Kia Sorrento) for 90/18.

WW issued to opr. of Ma reg. 354JJ6 (red Toyota Rav4) for 90/18.

Staff requesting ambulance for female resident who is very agitated.

Fire assisted female party.
14-20513  2034  Phone - MV Complaint  Logged
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  WINN ST @ 290 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:  
RP reports an erratic operator. MA 7LS570.

Narrative:  
Vehicle unoccupied at the residence.

14-20516  2057  Phone - Well Being Check  Gone on Arrival
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  [BUR 219] CAFE ESCADRILLE INC. - 26 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:  
Manager at Cafe Escadrille reports they asked an intoxicated male party to leave and called a cab for him. Instead of waiting for the cab the male party started walking down 3A towards Woburn. Manager requesting well being check on same. Unit dispatched. Woburn notified as well.

Narrative:  
RP states male party was wearing a blue polo shirt and shorts. He was going to Four Corners in Woburn. Checked the area to the Woburn line, unable to locate. Woburn PD was notified.

14-20518  2116  Phone - NOISE COMPLAINT  Logged
Call Taker:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Primary Id:  PTA101 - Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Location/Address:  6 WHEATLAND ST
Unit:  46  Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Unit:  42  Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Narrative:  
Caller from 4 Wheatland St reports a loud party and a large fire in the back yard of 6 Wheatland St.

Narrative:  
Noise was at a normal talking level. Same was advised of complaint.

14-20519  2125  Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address:  [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:  41  Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle:  Reg: PC MA 5RFX30
Narrative:  
Warning issued for speed

14-20526  2207  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Services Rendered
Call Taker:  JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address:  [BUR 1096] PINE GLEN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - 4 PINE GLEN WAY
Unit:  45  Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Officer reports 3 suspicious females in the rear of the school.

Narrative:
These youths were using the swings. They were sent along.

**14-20529** 2228 **Initiated - MV STOP** Citation/Warning Issued

Call Taker: JBT082 - Patrol John R Thompson  
Primary Id: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Location/Address: [BUR 150] 156 CAMBRIDGE ST  
Unit: 42 Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  

Narrative:
Citation issued.

**14-20536** 2245 **Initiated - MV STOP** Services Rendered

Call Taker: JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson  
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Location/Address: [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST  
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno  
Vehicle: BLK 2005 VOLV SE S80 25TAWD Reg: PC MA 992RX1 VIN: YV1TH592651405637  

Narrative:
This car was moved along.

For Date: 08/24/2014 - Sunday

**14-20540** 0130 **Phone - Well Being Check** Logged

Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin  
Location/Address: WINN ST @ 17 MOUNTAIN RD  
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds  
Unit: 48 Patrol Ryan G Griffin  
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  

Narrative:
Caller states her son is possibly intoxicated and walking down Peach Orchard towards Winn Street. She has an active r/o against him. He did not contact her or go to her apartment. She was told by her daughter that he was seen walking down the street. Requesting a well being check on him.

Narrative:
Subject checked ok and was on his way to the store.

**14-20541** 0152 **911 - Ambulance Request** Services Rendered

Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  
Location/Address: 26 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #101  
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney  

Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire notified.

Narrative:
Patient refusal.

**14-20557** 0332 **Phone - ALARM** Logged

Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney  
Primary Id: RGG122 - Patrol Ryan G Griffin  
Location/Address: [BUR 789] PAPA RAZZI - 2 WALL ST  
Unit: 48 Patrol Ryan G Griffin  

Narrative:
Rear dining room motion alarm. No responder.

Narrative:
All doors and windows check secure.
14-20560  0456  911 - ALARM  False Alarm
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address:  2 THEODORE CIR
Unit:  48  Patrol Ryan G Griffin
Unit:  41  Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:
Residential panic alarm.
Narrative:
Call from resident who is home and states her alarm is going off. Requesting officer to check the house.
Narrative:
Homeowner would not initially come to door to allow us in to check. House checked ok.

14-20562  0808  Phone - Mv B & E  Report Due
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address:  1 EASTERN AVE
Unit:  42  Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
Mv break.
Narrative:
Ma. Reg. 251JXL.

14-20563  0921  Phone - K-9 Activity  Report Due
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Unit:  K9  Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
K-9 NEMLEC callout for Peabody.

14-20564  1034  Phone - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Logged
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Vicinity of:  10 MALL RD
Unit:  42  Patrol John R Thompson
Vehicle:  BLU 2012 TOYT RAV4 4432A Reg: PC MA 581RL5 VIN: 2T3BF4DV9CW224338
Vehicle:  BLU 2009 VOLK SE JETTA S Reg: PC MA 733HF5 VIN: 3VWHM71K59M084887
Narrative:
Caller involved in a minor mv crash without injuries. Unit dispatched.
Narrative:
Minor crash, vehicles involved Ma reg 733HF5 and Ma reg 581RL5. Assisted with info exchange.

14-20566  1156  Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker:  CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id:  JRT082 - Patrol John R Thompson
Location/Address:  [BUR 1814] NAVIGANT CONSULTING - 77 SOUTH BEDFORD ST
Unit:  42  Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative:
CGL alarm reports alarm sounding at 77 South Bedford St. Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
Unable to gain access.

14-20567  1231  Phone - DISTURBANCE Logged
Call Taker:  EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 1481] VERIZON WIRELESS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 42 Patrol John R Thompson
Narrative: Mall security requesting assistance with customer that was asked to leave store by Verizon Wireless Manager. Customer refusing to leave after Mall Security became involved.

Narrative: Party left the store without incident.

14-20568 1245 911 - Ambulance Request Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: [BUR 1102] SIMONDS PARK - 16 BEDFORD ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Caller request ambulance for child who hs fallen. Disp.unit to area - fire dept.notified
Narrative: PT transported to LHCER by BFD.

14-20569 1247 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Logged
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 1020] BONEFISH GRILL - 4 WAYSIDE RD Apt. #A
Narrative: 911 abandoned call.
Narrative: Checks OK on call back. Employee making a phone call and dialed "9" for outgoing call.

14-20570 1254 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: 4 GIBSON ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Living room motion alarm reported by ADT.
Narrative: Response cancelled per alarm co / dispatch at 13:00 Hrs.
Narrative: Alarm company called back to cancel.

14-20572 1411 Phone - Theft Past Report Due
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 1023 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: RED 2014 HOND CRV Reg: PC MA 2BV885 VIN: 5J6RM4H79EL093993
Narrative: R/P states at approx. 12:30 hrs. she placed her child's clothing bag containing a Janie and Jack infant outfit valued at $160.00. See officers report.

14-20573 1411 Phone - ATV/ Dirtbikes/ Scooters Logged
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: 1 TOWN LINE RD
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Narrative: Caller report AVT's riding up and down the roadway.
Disp.unit to area
Narrative: Spoke with resident on Town Line Road stated 2 dirt bikes turn left onto Mill St and then right onto Sawmill rd.
Officer drove over to behind Fox Hill School and three people saw the dirt bikes drive out from behind Fox Hill and onto Fox Hill Rd. A person on Fox Hill Rd saw the dirt bikes turn onto Donald Rd from Vincent.

Narrative:
Unable to locate at this time.

14-20574  1414  Phone - 911 Aband/Hang Up  Logged

Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Narrative:
Verizon was notified to repair the 911 PSAP DISP. 2 hand held receiver and cord. It is still operational; however, has some static. They will be in on Monday morning. Sgt. Cooney informed.

14-20575  1439  911 - Animal Complaint  Gone on Arrival

Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Vicinity of: [BUR 2106] L.L. BEAN - 6 WAYSIDE RD
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Vehicle: RED 2014 HOND CRV  Reg: PC MA 2BV885  VIN: 5J6RM4H79EL093993
Narrative:
Caller is concerned for a dog's well-being inside MA Reg# 2BV885

Narrative:
Vehicle gone on arrival.

14-20576  1522  Phone - ALARM  False Alarm

Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: JEL100 - Patrol John E Lynch III
Location/Address: [BUR 2081] HESS - 110 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit: OTH Lieutenant Thomas P Browne, T
Narrative:
UAS Alarm reports sounding at Hess Gas - Disp.unit to area

Narrative:
New employee did not know what the button was for and pressed it. False alarm. Employee advised.

14-20577  1535  911 - Ambulance Request  Report Due

Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 631 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 47 Patrol John E Lynch III
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Fire enroute.

Narrative:
First aid administered by C#45 and C#47. PT refusal to BFD.

Narrative:
See officer's OF-report.

14-20578  1628  911 - Theft Past  Logged

Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Location/Address: 215 ARBORETUM WAY
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports that his bike got stolen within this past week.
Narrative:
R/P states that this is a used mountain bike valued at $50.00. Hasn't seen it in approx. (1) week.

14-20579  1642 Initiated - ASSIST PUBLIC/ OTHER Logged
Call Taker:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Primary Id:  MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address:  WELLESLEY AVE
Unit:  41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit:  45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Walker reported needles near the path at Wellesley Ave. Checked the area unable to locate however I will notify bike patrols to BOLO and remove if located.

14-20580  1715 Phone - Psychological Transported to Hospital
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  4 LITTLES BROOK CT
Unit:  41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller requesting assistance with her fourteen-year-old daughter.

Narrative:
Fire enroute.

Narrative:
Fire department handled same, subject transported to hospital.

14-20581  1819 Phone - MV Hit & Run Logged
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address:  75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
RP reports his vehicle was struck in the mall parking lot by Macy's. Same occurred on 8/22 between 12:30pm and 3:00pm. Vehicle sustained damage to the driver's side rear bumper.

Narrative:
Spoke with mall security and Macy's loss prevention. Both report they have no surveillance cameras in that area of the parking lot. Incident logged for insurance purposes.

14-20582  1837 Phone - Well Being Check Services Rendered
Call Taker:  EPB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id:  SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:  4 MARION RD
Unit:  49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Narrative:
Caller reports being harrassed from her mother-in-law.

Narrative:
Advised family members of Senior Resources and mental illness programs.

14-20583  1859 Phone - Ambulance Request Services Rendered
Call Taker:  KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id:  JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address:  56 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit:  K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Narrative:
Caller reports her brother who is under hospice care stopped breathing. Fire Department enroute.
Narrative:
Fire department handled same.

Narrative:
Please refer to Incident # 14-20585.

14-20584
1007 911 - Ambulance Request
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Location/Address: [BUR 1906] CHEESECAKE FACTORY - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
Ambulance request. Fire notified.

14-20585
1941 Phone - Sudden Death
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: MHL099 - Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Location/Address: 56 TERRACE HALL AVE
Unit: K9 Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Narrative:
No cruisers available, FD updated.

14-20587
2137 Phone - MV Complaint
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Vicinity of: 40 CRESTHAVEN DR
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Caller reports vehicle speeding up and down the street. Unknown description of vehicle.

14-20588
2150 Phone - RECOVERED STOLEN MV
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Primary Id: JMP084 - Patrol Joseph M Papsedero
Location/Address: [BUR 299] CRATE & BARREL - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Narrative:
No damage to vehicle, steering column/ignition intact. Owner took possession of vehicle. Signed recovery form in hand.

14-20589
2158 Initiated - MV STOP
Call Taker: KLM124 - Patrol Kerrie L Mahoney
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vicinity of: [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 49 Patrol Shane A Thomson
Vehicle: RED 2004 FORT VN MONTAN Reg: PC MA 39XY83 VIN: 1GMDX03E14D223565
Narrative:
WW issued to owner of MA reg. 39XY83(red Pont. Mountaineer) for 89/4a, 720 CMR 9.06.

14-20593
2213 Initiated - MV STOP
Call Taker: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Primary Id: JPH123 - Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Location/Address: 424 CAMBRIDGE ST @ COUNTY RD
Unit: 48 Patrol James P Hanafin, J
Vehicle: WHI 2013 MITS SE LANCER SE  Reg: PC MA 185YD5  VIN: JA32V2FW8DU000410
Narrative:

Citation issued.

14-20605 2334 Initiated - MV STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: EFB515 - Dispatcher Eileen F Barnard
Vicinity of: 466 CAMBRIDGE ST @ LEROY DR
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Vehicle:
Vehicle: BRO 2004 BUIC SE LESABR  Reg: PC MA 99WK87  VIN: 1G4HP52K244140779
Narrative:

Verbal warning issued.

For Date: 08/25/2014  -  Monday

14-20607 0214 Radio - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: 136 CENTER ST @ HEATHER DR
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Unit: 43 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:
Vehicle: RED 1997 CHRY CP SEBRING  Reg: PA FBK9633  VIN: 4C3AU42N0VE063492
Narrative:

Allstate Roadside assistance changed flat tire.

14-20619 0311 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up  Logged
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address: 46 SEVEN SPRINGS LN Apt. #H
Unit: 49 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Narrative:

Open 911 line.

Narrative:

BFD notified for a diabetic patient not feeling well.

Narrative:

elderly female not eeling well same checked by fd refusal on transport

14-20620 0313 911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: 27 EUGENE RD
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:

Male party has fallen, same is conscious and alert. BFD notified.

Narrative:

Fire Dept to handle.

14-20627 0353 Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY  Report Due
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address: NEVADA RD
Unit: 46 Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Unit: 49 Patrol Daniel K Houston
Unit: 41 Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Vehicle:
Vehicle: GRY 2009 TOYT SE CAMRY BASESE  Reg: PC MA 1DM390  VIN: 4T1BE46K39U866612
Narrative:

Caller reports interior lights of vehicles parked in the area are on.
Dispatch Log  From: 08/19/2014  Thru: 08/25/2014     0000 - 2359    Printed: 08/26/2014

14-20628  0627  Phone - Animal Complaint    Logged
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address:    9 SEPTEMBER LN
Narrative:
Caller reports his dog went missing. Same is a small Picanese dog, white in color and about 12 lbs. Parties information is backfilled.

Narrative:
Owner called back to say he found the dog.

14-20586  0700  Phone - ACO Activity    Logged
Call Taker:    SAT119 - Patrol Shane A Thomson
Location/Address:    PEACH ORCHARD RD @ 1 ARBORETUM WAY
Narrative:
A female party reports a deceased animal on the side of the road.

Narrative:
ACO notified, and handled same.

14-20631  0729  Phone - ALARM    False Alarm
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:    DKH067 - Patrol Daniel K Houston
Location/Address:    [BUR 1814] NAVIGANT CONSULTING - 77 SOUTH BEDFORD ST Apt. #400
Unit:    49  Patrol Daniel K Houston
Narrative:
Audible burglar alarm. No responder at this time.

Narrative:
ADT security states key holder is en-route in a grey Toyota.

Narrative:
Checked the residence with the responder, checked ok.

14-20632  0731  Phone - ALARM    Building Checked/Secured
Call Taker:    CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id:    LMR083 - Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Location/Address:    11 LEOPOLD ST
Unit:    46  Patrol Lyn M Reynolds
Narrative:
Front motion alarm. No responder at this time.

Narrative:
ADT security states key holder is en-route in a grey Toyota.

Narrative:
Checked the residence with the responder, checked ok.

14-20633  0838  Phone - SUSP PERSON; MVs; ACTIVITY    Logged
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    27 MARYVALE RD
Narrative:
Resident reports the past two nights his residence was egged. Same just wanted it logged and no damage to house.

14-20634  0907  Radio - MV STOP    Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    VAN DE GRAAFF DR @ 132 S BEDFORD ST
Unit:    45  Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle:    WHI 2010 TOYT TUNDRA CRESR5  Reg: CO MA P32374 VIN: 5TFDY5F10AX115875
Narrative:
WW issued to opr. of MA Con. P32374 (wte Toyota Tundra) for 85/10.

14-20636  0911  Walk-In - PROPERTY - LOST OR FOUND    Logged
Narrative:
12 Nevada Rd and 1 Moline Rd had M/Vs broken into during the night, see report.
A female who didn't want to be ID came into the station to turn over 4 GPS and three chargers. She found them in the bushes on Meadowvale this morning while she was walking. Same entered into property.

14-20639 0931 Walk-In - Mv B & E  Report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: [BUR 1092] POLICE STATION - 45 CENTER ST
Unit: DESK Patrol David M McLean, DM
Narrative:
Female came into station to report items missing from her car. See report.

14-20638 0937 Initiated - ESCORT  Logged
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Location/Address: [BUR 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC. - 43 WINN ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Narrative:
Report of disabled mv at intersection.

14-20641 1014 Phone - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 1 ADAMS ST @ 49 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:
Ma reg. 143KK7 (gry Jeep) is disabled and in intersection. Ned's employees moved it to their garage.

14-20642 1017 Initiated - Disabled MV  Services Rendered
Call Taker: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: 49 MIDDLESEX TPKE @ 1 ADAMS ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Vehicle: GRY 2010 JEEP LL WRANGL JKJP72  Reg: PC MA 143KK7  VIN: 1J4GA5D12AL183133
Narrative:
Ma reg. 143KK7 (gry Jeep) is disabled and in intersection. Ned's employees moved it to their garage.

14-20643 1019 Walk-In - Mv B & E  Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address: 37 PURITY SPRINGS RD
Unit: 42 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Narrative:
Reporting party came to station and reports her vehicle was broken into sometime during the night.

Narrative:
Nothing of value taken. See report.

14-20644 1035 911 - Ambulance Request  Transported to Hospital
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: KJR039 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: 48 FREEPORT DR
Unit: 48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Caller reports husband having chest pain. FD notified

Narrative:
Same transported by fire

14-20645 1052 Initiated - ESCORT  No report Due
14-20646 1100 Phone - Mv B & E Report Due
Call Taker: BXS062 - Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Primary Id: JFR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address: [BUR 368] SULLIVAN FUNERAL HOME INC. - 43 WINN ST
Unit: 62 Patrol Bernard X Schipelliti
Unit: 63 Sergeant Gerard F McDonough, G
Narrative:
Caller reports car broken into over night.

Narrative:
While parked in the driveway Mass registrations 55ZS46, 38RR20 and 86BC71 were entered (doors unlocked). Only thing taken was a Garmin GPS ($30). Same happened after midnight.
Narrative:
See report

14-20647 1132 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address: [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 47 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
911 abandoned call.
Narrative:
CK OK

14-20649 1139 Phone - Mv B & E Report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: KMC069 - Sergeant Kevin M Cooney
Location/Address: 9 PAULSON DR
Narrative:
Sgt. Cooney called to report a motor vehicle break at this address. GPS taken. Victim will come to station and ID GPS.

14-20648 1147 Phone - WARRANT ARREST Services Rendered
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: [BUR 2201] ICE - 10 EXECUTIVE PARK
Unit: 47 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Narrative:
Warrant Arrest at ICE to be transported to Woburn District Court.
Narrative:
Docket # 1466CR000855
Refer To Arrest: 14-20648-AR
Arrest: MARQUES, FABRINE C
Address: 14 MIAMI ST   WORCESTER, MA
DOB: 11/10/1974
Charges: WARRANT ARREST (OTHER AGENCY)

14-20650 1210 911 - Ambulance Request Report Due
Call Taker: JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id: SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Unit: 41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:
UNIDENTIFIED WOMAN CALLED IN THE 911 LINE FOR AN AMBULANCE. CALLER DISCONNECTED. NO ANSWER ON CALL BACK. FIRE
PT admitted to LHCER. (SU) assaulted a security officer, checks ok. See officers report.

14-20656        1349 Phone - WIRES / POLES DOWN    Logged
Call Taker:    SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Primary Id:    KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:    42 COLLEGE RD
Unit:    48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:    Reports of wires being down.

14-20659        1427 Phone - ALARM    No report Due
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id:    KDS079 - Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Location/Address:    21 MARRETT RD
Unit:    42 Patrol Keith D Sheppard
Unit:    41 Sergeant David H H McLean, DH
Narrative:    Alarm Co reports active alarm, party by the name of Brendan didn't have proper pass code.

14-20661        1447 Phone - MV Hit & Run    Logged
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:    1 MALL RD
Vehicle:    WHI 2001 CADI 4D DEVILLE Reg: PC MA 103PGZ VIN: 1G6KD54YX1U230118
Narrative:    Caller reports witnessing a Cadillac 103PGZ hit a PU construction truck and did not stop. No victim at this time.

14-20660        1448 911 - 911 Aband/ Hang Up    No report Due
Call Taker:    DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Location/Address:    [BUR 2238] CVS - 242 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit:    61 Patrol Thomas M Carlson
Unit:    51 Captain Thomas W Duffy
Unit:    47 Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Unit:    45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative:    Received 911 hang up second one today.

14-20662        1459 Phone - 911 Aband/ Hang Up    Logged
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Location/Address:    [BUR 895] TFS MCGRAW - 25 MALL RD

14-20663        1512 Phone - Animal Complaint    Services Rendered
Call Taker:    JCC512 - Dispatcher June C Connolly
Primary Id:    SPP080 - Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Location/Address:    [BUR 1722] SHAW'S SUPERMARKET - 180 CAMBRIDGE ST
Caller reports a dog has been in vehicle for approximately forty minutes.

AT&T notified to tow.

This dog is ok, the widows are very wide open and with a bowl of water. Owner was at the mv when I arrived. Dog not in distress.

14-20664 1514 911 - MV CRASH WITHOUT INJURIES Report Due
Call Taker: DMM097 - Patrol David M McLean, DM
Primary Id: SST045 - Patrol Spiros S Tsingos
Location/Address: 40 WINN ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Stephen P Papagno
Narrative: Caller reports MVC without injury.

2 CAR ACCIDENT MA REG 955HN7 REAR ENDED MA REG 61HP52 SEE ACCIDENT REPORT

14-20665 1615 Phone - BURGLARY / B & E PAST No report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 12 NEVADA RD
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Narrative: Rp states his neighbor is away, and he believes his MV was broken into.

No one home. Unable to determine if a break occurred.

14-20666 1636 Phone - Harrassment Report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 1411] TUSCAN KITCHEN - 24 EXECUTIVE PARK
Narrative: Rp says he is being harassed from his girlfriend.

See officer's report

14-20671 1651 Walk-In - BURGLARY / B & E PAST Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 4 EASTERN AVE
Narrative: Rp states her car was broken into.

Her driver's side door was unlocked, but nothing was stolen. Same wanted the incident logged.

14-20672 1720 Phone - ALARM Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: 56A SEVEN SPRINGS LN
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: Living Room Motion

All doors and windows check secure.

14-20674 1742 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vicinity of: [BUR 263] CHUCK E CHEESE - 10 WALL ST
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Vehicle: 2007 DUCATI S4RS Reg: MC MA FX2747

Narrative: MV Stop

Citation issued for two red light violations.

14-20675 1745 Phone - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 132 BEDFORD ST @ FRANCIS WYMAN RD
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative: Dog in roadway appears to be injured

14-20676 1750 Phone - ALARM False Alarm
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Location/Address: 141 CAMBRIDGE ST Apt. #F
Unit: 46 Patrol Peter T Abaskharoun
Narrative: ADT reports alarm sounding at 141 Cambridge st. unit F. Displaced unit to area

Narrative: Resident changing code to alarm accidentally set off same.

14-20678 1807 Radio - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 15 MAKECHNIE RD
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative: Dog bite investigation.

14-20680 1811 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: 203 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2007 VOLV 4D XC90 Reg: PC NH 2720152 VIN: YV4CZ982871335859
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR SPEED BY LIDAR.

14-20683 1820 Phone - Mv B & E Logged
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 9 NEVADA RD
Vehicle: 2000 TOYT COROLLA Reg: PC MA 4051DP
Vehicle: LANDROVER Reg: PC MA 8135L9
Narrative: Homeowner reports two vehicles were left unlocked overnight. Same were broken into, no damage to either vehicle and no items reported stolen. Party requesting same to be logged.

14-20685 1829 Radio - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address: [BUR 113] H MART - 3 OLD CONCORD RD
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BLK 2010 TOYT UT RAV4 Reg: PC MA 716RV7 VIN: JTMBF4DV9A5017467
Narrative: CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.
14-20686 1929 Phone - Lockout Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: [BUR 684] MICHAELS #8629 - 34 CAMBRIDGE ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Narrative: MV Lockout
Narrative: Assisted Ma reg.245XR6

14-20687 1936 Phone - Animal Complaint No report Due
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: [BUR 41] LAHEY HOSPITAL & MEDICAL CENTER - 41 MALL RD
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Vehicle: Reg: PC NH 1995007
Narrative: GMC Pickup with an animal inside.
Narrative: Dogs appear fine. ACO to check back later.

14-20690 2017 Radio - Animal Complaint Logged
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Location/Address: 9 CEDAR ST
Unit: A1 Civilian Gerald W Mills jr
Narrative: Unregistered dog.

14-20692 2034 Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address: MALL RD @ 146 LEXINGTON ST
Unit: 45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Vehicle: BLK 2013 FORS CP 911 CARRER Reg: PC MA 942WB3 VIN: WP0AB2A93DS122949
Narrative: MV Stop
Narrative: Citation issued.

14-20696 2052 Initiated - Disabled MV Services Rendered
Call Taker: SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id: WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Vicinity of: [BUR 260] CHILI'S GRILL & BAR #9 - 108 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit: 41 Sergeant Matthew H Leary
Unit: 64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle: BRO 1995 JEEP UT GRACHE Reg: PC MA 158LK6 VIN: 1J4GZ58S2SC537973
Narrative: DMV
Narrative: ASSISTED WITH PUSHING THE VEHICLE INTO PARKING LOT.

14-20699 2104 Phone - Disabled MV Vehicle Towed
Call Taker: CTF058 - Patrol Charles T Ferguson III
Primary Id: CPD121 - Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Location/Address: 20 PEACH ORCHARD RD
Unit: 49 Patrol Christopher P DiDonato
Narrative: DMV reported in the area of 20 Peach Orchard Rd. Disp.unit to area
Narrative:
AT&T notified

Vehicle was left unattended on a public way. Same was towed by AT&T of Billerica. Owner to receive citation for unattended motor vehicle.

Narrative:
Motor vehicle inventory conducted. Vehicles front passenger tire was completely off and rotor was resting on the ground. Rotor possibly incurred more damage during the tow.

14-20704        2116        Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Primary Id:    WFT118 - Patrol William F Trelegan
Location/Address:    [BUR 898] SEARS - 75 MIDDLESEX TPKE
Unit:    64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    BLK 1999 TOYT UT RUNNER Reg: PC MA 868PX6 VIN: JT3HN87R8X0247806
Narrative:
CITATION ISSUED FOR OPERATING AN UNREGISTERED MOTOR VEHICLE AND SEAT BELT VIOLATION. ASSISTED OPERATOR WITH RENEWING REGISTRATION ON MDT.

14-20707        2139        Phone - Harrassment Logged
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:    KJR033 - Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Location/Address:    23 BLACK HORSE LN
Unit:    48 Patrol Kevin J Rogers
Narrative:
Rp reports brother is harassing her.

Narrative:
Party is concerned that her brother who is calling from the North End has threatened to call "the state because her 25 year old daughter has not gotten her high school diploma- Same advised that she may seek a harassment complaint if it continues.

14-20709        2154        Initiated - MV STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Call Taker:    SAC116 - Patrol Sage A Costa, S
Primary Id:    SKL110 - Patrol Scott K Lauder
Location/Address:    MALL RD @ EXECUTIVE PARK
Unit:    45 Patrol Scott K Lauder
Unit:    64 Patrol William F Trelegan
Vehicle:    WHI 2014 LINC 4D Reg: PC FL 433NBS VIN: 3LN6L2G9XER828609
Narrative:
Citation issued.